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PR    JECTS </>
Our projects ranges across diverse industries,companies and
geography with strict adherence to high quality and time.



 WHAT    UR CLIENTS SAY...

Note - Click on Service Icon or Text to know more.

https://www.upwork.com/ag/aveosoftware/


We help your business to
Improve and Innovate with
the Tech Trends.



About

Project Demo
Learn More

Summary

MetaUnite: Digital Meetings

Welcome to MetaUnite, your gateway to the future of digital meetings and
collaboration. We are a cutting-edge technology company, founded in 2022,
with a bold mission: to make global collaboration easy and provide a user-
friendly platform for remote meetings. 

Capabilities: Product Strategy, Road Mapping, Market and User
Research, UX/UI Design & Design System.

Technologies: Nodejs, React.JS & Flutter.

Industry: DAP

Location:  India

“Because we are serving people on a timetable we live off
a calendar. If I have a time-slot for admin work, I have to
get it done in that time - but even simple functions would
take ages to get done - and the costs of this really started
to add up.” Khusant Gupta

https://drive.google.com/file/d/11Elf0XVsMdTMeaqQmFUOoQ5SPk1TpOXH/view
http://www.metaunite.in/
http://www.metaunite.in/


Learn More

Cause

Problem

Existing video conferencing platforms are plagued by complexity, lack of
personalization, and limited collaboration tools. Global connectivity barriers
and inefficiencies in meetings hinder productivity and engagement.

MetaUnite's cause is to empower individuals globally by eliminating
barriers in digital collaboration. We believe in personalization,
innovation, and community-building through technology.

Solution

MetaUnite offers a straightforward, user-friendly interface, personalized avatars, and an
immersive 3D environment. Our AI-powered system crafts dynamic meeting interactions, and
upcoming features include advanced connectivity options and virtual collaboration spaces.

Features

Simplicity:  User-friendly interface for easy navigation.1.

Personalization:  Customize avatars and meeting spaces for a unique experience.2.

Innovation:  AI-powered system for immersive 3D meetings.3.

Connectivity:  Advanced options for seamless global collaboration.4.

Collaboration Tools:  Suite of tools, including chat and voice chat.5.

Community Initiatives:  Global collaboration programs fostering diverse connections.6.



The Future Looks Bright For MetaUnite

With a groundbreaking digital meeting platform that significantly reduces costs and administrative burdens, MetaUnite
is paving the way for growth in an era where many similar services are grappling with challenges.

Rapid, precisely tailored software that liberates users from administrative complexities. A fresh revenue stream by
extending our platform as a service to other digital collaboration seekers. Spreading our commitment to a user-centric

metaverse meeting experience worldwide.

Don’t Be Intimidated By Tech
Jungle Brothers came to us with a vision in mind. They felt hesitant because software was not their area 

of expertise. But by working with us they discovered that we make the process smooth and efficient 
while helping their vision grow.

Learn More

http://www.metaunite.in/
https://aveosoftware.ca/portfolio/jungle-brothers-gym
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CELEBSNFT: NFT Marketplace

Welcome to CelebsNFT, your gateway to the future of celebrity-
driven digital art ownership. Established with a vision, CelebsNFT
pioneers the Non-Fungible Celebrity (NFC) space, offering a
unique blockchain-based proof of ownership for each intricately
crafted celebrity avatar. Our global team, fueled by over 4 years
of experience, is dedicated to providing a groundbreaking NFT
experience.

Capabilities: Product Strategy, Road
Mapping, Market and User Research,
UX/UI Design & Design System.

Technologies: HTML, CSS , ReactJS,
Laravel.

Industry: Infrastructure

Location:  India

https://aveosoftware.ca/portfolio/r-b-department-app
https://www.celebsnft.in/
https://aveosoftware.ca/portfolio/r-b-department-app
https://www.celebsnft.in/
https://www.celebsnft.in/
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Cause

Problem

Existing NFT platforms often lack uniqueness, offering algorithmically
generated and rendered art. Limited accessibility due to high
investment requirements poses a challenge for many potential
investors.

CelebsNFT transforms the NFT landscape by offering exclusive NFCs
of immortal superstars. Beyond being an NFT provider, CelebsNFT
creates a unique lifestyle community where dreams meet luxury,
providing an unparalleled experience for our Collectors.

CelebsNFT's cause is to democratize NFT ownership, making it
accessible to individuals from all financial backgrounds. We believe in
creating a community where everyone can experience the luxury of
owning a piece of the future.



Solution
CelebsNFT offers handcrafted NFC Art by the world's best artists, each taking 7-8 days to create. With
a promise to deliver the BEST, our collection of 10,000 3D Non-Fungible Celebrities comes with real-
life value, making NFTs accessible through fractional purchases. 

Unique Handcrafted Art:
Each piece crafted by the world's best artists.
7-8 days of meticulous work for unparalleled quality. 

Fractional Ownership:
Make NFT ownership accessible through fractional purchases. 

Exclusive Benefits:
Private Island Parties for Star's Club Members.
Fixed returns on investments and surprise gift boxes for all holders. 

NFC Membership Card:
Access a range of opportunities within the metaverse.

Features

Uniqueness Delivered: CelebsNFT offers exclusive, handcrafted NFCs, eliminating algorithmically generated and rendered art. 

Accessible NFT Ownership: CelebsNFT allows fractional purchases, making NFT ownership accessible to individuals with varied financial capacities. 

Community Building Beyond Art: CelebsNFT fosters a lifestyle community, going beyond traditional NFT platforms. 

Real-Life Value: Each NFC comes with real-life value, ensuring a valuable investment for collectors. 

Immersive Experience: CelebsNFT creates an immersive experience, allowing collectors to live out the lifestyle they've dreamed of. 

Global Connectivity: CelebsNFT connects diverse communities globally, offering a unique NFT experience to individuals worldwide.



The Future Looks Bright For CELEBSNFT

CelebsNFT transforms the NFT landscape by offering exclusive NFCs of immortal superstars. Beyond being an NFT
provider, CelebsNFT creates a unique lifestyle community where dreams meet luxury, providing an unparalleled

experience for our Collectors.

Don’t Be Intimidated By Tech

Learn More

https://www.celebsnft.in/
https://www.celebsnft.in/
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HEALTHVATIKA: Healthcare ERP

Discover Healthvatika, your all-in-one ERP
management platform, revolutionizing healthcare
operations. From seamless patient records to
efficient resource planning, it's the
comprehensive solution your hospital needs for
smooth, integrated management. Elevate your
healthcare delivery with precision and simplicity,
powered by Healthvatika.

Capabilities: Product Strategy, Road
Mapping, Market and User Research,
UX/UI Design & Design System.

Technologies: HTML, CSS , ReactJS,
Laravel.

Industry: Healthcare ERP

Location:  India

https://aveosoftware.ca/portfolio/r-b-department-app
https://aveosoftware.ca/portfolio/r-b-department-app


Learn More

Cause

Problem

In response to the intricate challenges of modern
healthcare, our project sought to develop a hospital
dashboard that not only structures critical data effectively
but also integrates principles of mindfulness,
neuroscience, and empathy. The aim was to empower
healthcare professionals with a comprehensive tool that
enhances decision-making for optimal patient care.

Challenges:

Data Complexity: Managing vast amounts of healthcare
data, including patient records, diagnostic information,
and treatment plans.

Decision-Making Pressure: Healthcare professionals face
high-pressure situations where swift and accurate
decisions are crucial.

Human Element: Integrating principles of mindfulness,
neuroscience, and empathy into a technical solution to
support the well-being of both patients and healthcare
providers.

In light of the intricate nature of contemporary healthcare, the imperative for a dashboard that
consolidates crucial data points into an intuitive interface is evident. The project seeks to develop a
hospital dashboard that not only efficiently organizes data but also incorporates principles of
mindfulness, neuroscience, and empathy. This integration is aimed at enabling healthcare
professionals to expeditiously make informed decisions for their patients, fostering a synergistic
approach to healthcare management.



Solution

Features

Our team designed the HealthMind Dashboard, a cutting-edge hospital management platform that goes beyond conventional dashboards. 
Here's how we addressed the challenges:
 
Data Synthesis:
Implemented advanced algorithms for data synthesis, ensuring relevant and critical information is presented intuitively.
Customizable widgets enable healthcare professionals to tailor the dashboard to their specific needs

Mindfulness Integration:
Incorporated mindfulness principles through features promoting mental well-being.
Mindful breathing exercises and relaxation prompts integrated directly into the dashboard to help alleviate stress during demanding situations.

Neuroscience Integration:
Utilized neuroscience insights to design a user interface that enhances cognitive processing and reduces cognitive load.
Implemented color schemes and visual elements proven to positively impact cognitive function and decision-making.

Empathy Integration:
Integrated patient empathy modules, offering quick access to patient histories, preferences, and feedback.
Real-time patient updates ensure healthcare professionals stay informed and connected with their patients on a personal level.
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Garuda UAV Logs: A Digital Drone-Logbook System

Garuda UAV Logs is an intuitive, digital
drone logbook app that helps you log
your Aircraft's information quickly and
conveniently.

It's an easy way to keep all your
information effectively without
enduring the tedious manual work
associated with inefficient systems like
working with Excel or manual logbooks.

For all your flights' operations, you can
add the details of each Aircraft: their
battery charges, operators, flight issues,
maintenance logs, and more—all within
a single app.

Garuda UAV Logs allow you to add,
view, edit, or delete any of your
Aircraft's info easily on one screen.



Learn More

Get all your drone information in one location.
It has never been this easier to access all your
information about your drones, operators, batteries,
and maintenance within a single screen. You will save a
lot of time for logging the details and accessing all the
relevant information.

Log aircraft maintenance
Accurately logging drone problems during flights helps you
identify the insights for maintenance without depending on
memory to recall what happened during your last flights.
Garuda UAV Logs will assist you in logging the issues and
maintenance information for each drone.

Charge log
The charge log helps you add the battery's info, like the
number, type, and the Aircraft. Once you have recorded this
information, you can keep adding new battery charges with
the date and time when you did so.

Operator
With Garuda UAV Logs, you can add, edit, or delete your
drone operators' names, phone numbers, FAA certificate
numbers, and locations with ease. That way, you can select
the operator to reuse this information during logging the
details of your drones or flights.

Maintenance
With each Aircraft, you can add detailed maintenance
information. Select the Aircraft and the date of malfunction,
then the detailed description of malfunction and  enter the
repair details like who made the repair, date, notes, and
images about the repair. Learn More



Learn More

Capabilities: Product Strategy, Road
Mapping, Market and User
Research, UX/UI Design & Design
System.

Technologies: Flutter & Firebase.

Industry: Aviation

Location:  Canada

Summary

Why should you download Garuda UAV Logs?

Keeping records of all your drone flights can be a headache—but
with Garuda UAV Logs—you can now log all the details of your
aircraft operations faster and conveniently.

Escape the daunting repetitions and embrace automation &
simplicity

Maintaining a clean slate of logs manually requires an extra effort,
even for flights that lasted a couple of minutes. Thankfully,
downloading the Garuda UAV Logs will help you log all your flight
details with a few screen taps.

Real professionals make every minute count.
Manually filling out an Excel sheet or paperback after every drone
flight is a real nuisance and takes time. Don't want to let a second
slip from all your drone operations? Great. Opting for a UAV pilot
drone logbook app that does more for you is the antidote!

Learn More
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Should I Eat This is an app for our new
client in the healthcare industry. His team
wanted to build an app to help users know
what to eat and what not to eat based on
their unique situations, age, weight, current
health conditions, health history, etc. After
some consultation, in-depth customer
research, and detailed UI/UX designs, our
team at Aveo Software delivered the right
solution that surpassed the expectations of
our new client.

Capabilities: Product Strategy, Road
Mapping, Market and User Research, UX/UI
Design & Design System.

Technologies: HTML, CSS, Flutter & Firebase.

Industry: Healthcare

Location: Canada

Should I eat this: An app that impacts life.

https://aveosoftware.ca/portfolio/should-i-eat-this


Learn More

Our client has been working in the healthcare industry for years, and they came to us with a
specific problem: they wanted an app that users could depend on to know what they can eat
or not to eat based on their unique situations.

The typical common questions included what a client with specific health issues, like
Hypertension, should eat or shouldn’t eat. How will the diet vary depending on age, weight, or
other health conditions? And that’s what the new app should do — help our client answer all
these questions automatically for their clients.

The Challenge



Learn More

The Solution

During our consultation, we devised a unique solution based on what our client wanted to be
solved. We proposed a barcode scan-based app allowing users to scan or search 99% of food
items in stores. The scan result provides enough information about what a user should eat
and what not to eat based on age, weight, current health conditions, and health history.

Currently, our client decided to start with the following diseases:

Hypertension
Kidney disease
Gout

Our Client’s Delight for The Deliverables

We’ve already delivered the app to the client, who is delighted with our deliverables. This app
is now running an active beta, and our client’s users find the app to be resourceful and are
grateful and happy for it.
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 Auction Management Web App: Revolutionizing Auctions 

We built an auction management app
for the web and mobile. The purpose of
this app is to manage and automate
auctions for our clients. With these
applications, the warehouse managers
and staff can store, secure, and
relinquish the auction items effortlessly.
Thus, it makes the manual process
easier, faster, and more portable for
warehouse management.

This App represents a significant leap
forward in the world of auctions,
combining convenience, security, and
efficiency into one robust platform.
Whether you are an auction house, a
warehouse manager, or an auctioneer,
our app empowers you to take control
of your auctions like never before.



Learn More

Capabilities: Product Strategy, Road Mapping, 
                         Market and User Research, 
                         UX/UI Design & Design System.

Technologies: HTML, CSS, NODE.JS, React.JS & Flutter

Industry:  Furniture

Location:  USA

Summary

Learn More



Finding and locating items in a large warehouse is a
tedious process that could take more time for warehouse

employees. Worst, handling the process of manually
scanning and uploading the details of the items is

tiresome, repetitive, and boring.

Initially, our client had to generate ZIP folders, where the
employees had to scan items, stick a tag number on the

product, and upload these details into a CSV file. All these
processes had to be done manually, no matter the

number of products in the warehouse.

And with the hundreds of products placed in different
parts of the warehouse, our client saw a need to build a

system to manage and automate their warehouse
auctions. This need would ease the burden of manual

warehouse auction processes to ease the burden for the
staff.

We also included a reporting feature to help managers
understand critical data about the warehouse processes,

a feature that users could find it tiresome to do it
manually. And thus, all these automated processes

create more time for the staff to focus on core activities
that will grow the warehouse.

The Challenge

https://aveosoftware.ca/portfolio/should-i-eat-this


Learn More

With the new Action Management web
application, most of our client’s warehouse
hassles get automated for easier management.
The client can now find peace of mind with
auction management. From item placement to
user management, this system is designed to
address the needs of the warehouse staff.

Managers and staffs find item placement
management a great time and energy saver. Still,
the items are placed in different parts of the
warehouses, yet it is now easier to locate them
with the web application.

Managers also do not have to hassle hard to
manage users, item scans, auctions, locations,
and warehouse areas. They can add and modify
locations and warehouse areas, add and edit
auction details, reset auction data, manage scans,
and view critical warehouse reports in the admin
panel.

The Solution



Get In Touch

Let’s Talk About 
Your Project!
Discover the capabilities of Qmin Infotech in crafting
tailored software applications for your company.
Empower your team to elevate your company's
performance effortlessly. Contact us today for a
complimentary consultation to discuss your project
or concept.

https://www.linkedin.com/company/qmin-infotech-pvt-ltd/


and countless more Ideas 
that transformed into Reality.

Learn More

http://www.qmininfotech.com/
http://www.qmininfotech.com/


Glad to kept your Attention!

Are you still here?




